Medical diagnosis using adaptive perceptive particle swarm optimization and its hardware realization using field programmable gate array.
The paper proposes to develop a field programmable gate array (FPGA) based low cost, low power and high speed novel diagnostic system that can detect in absence of the physician the approaching critical condition of a patient at an early stage and is thus suitable for diagnosis of patients in the rural areas of developing countries where availability of physicians and availability of power is really scarce. The diagnostic system could be installed in health care centres of rural areas where patients can register themselves for periodic diagnoses and thereby detect potential health hazards at an early stage. Multiple pathophysiological parameters with different weights are involved in diagnosing a particular disease. A novel variation of particle swarm optimization called as adaptive perceptive particle swarm optimization has been proposed to determine the optimal weights of these pathophysiological parameters for a more accurate diagnosis. The FPGA based smart system has been applied for early detection of renal criticality of patients. For renal diagnosis, body mass index, glucose, urea, creatinine, systolic and diastolic blood pressures have been considered as pathophysiological parameters. The detection of approaching critical condition of a patient by the instrument has also been validated with the standard Cockford Gault Equation to verify whether the patient is really approaching a critical condition or not. Using Bayesian analysis on the population of 80 patients under study an accuracy of up to 97.5% in renal diagnosis has been obtained.